
WANNA-CONTRACTION AS RESTRUCTURING 

(), 1NTRODUCTION 

The structural conditions Ihm govern that possibility of contract ing the 
sequence wont 10 into wonna have been widely discussed in the literalUre, 
and a number of analyses have neen proposed. Here J will explore the 
hypothesis that wQnna-<:onlraction i.~ the resuh of restructuring, in the 
sense of Rizzi (19R2). and f will argue that such an approach offers 
significant advantages over previous analyses. Section 1 contains a review 
of some of these previous analyses. while section 2 present!. the caM' fo r 
an analysi s of WQtIIUl-contraction in terms of rest ructuring. Some is,~ucs in 
the leamability of this construction are explo red in section .l , Md a 
conclusion and summary 3rc given in section 4. 

!. SOME PAST ANALY S ES 

Perhaps tnc most well-known analysis of wallna-contraction is that of 
Jaeggli (1980), who fo llows Chomsky and Lasnik (1978) in positing a rule 
which states that wallT and 10 may become wl1nna when they are adjacen\. 
Case-marked empty categories are "visihlc" ror this rul e, bill othcr.~ are 
not. This then accounts fo r the contrast hcrween (I a) and (b). 

(1) a, Who do you wanna see? 

b, *Who do you wanoa see Sill? 

Only PRO intervenes between won( and to in ( I a), and ~ince PRO is om 
Case-marked it does not interfere with the application of the rule. In (I b). 
on the other hand, lhe presence of the Case-marked trace of who means 
that want and 10 are not ad)aceot. so contraction is hlocked. 

The notion of Case that this analysis relies on is of course needed by 
the grammar independently. Whal mak es the analysis particularly attr<lC
rive is the fact that the idea of only Case-marked empty categ.ories 
blocking con traction is a nalural (a lbeit not neces.~ary) one, since the need 
to receive Case assimilates these clements to the class of oven Np·s. which 
of course also block contraction. 

Postal and Pullum ( 1982) point out. however. th<lt contraction is 
hlocked in some contexts where there is no (race (Ca..~e-marked or nOI) 
intervening between wont and (0. Some exam ples are given in (2) 
(italicized sequences are not able to be contracted). 
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(2) a. I don't want to nagellate oneself in public to become standard 
practice in this monastery. 

b. It seems like to want to regret that one does not have. 

c. I don't want anyone who continues to want to stop wanting. 

d. One must want (in order) to become an over-effective con
sumcr. 

e. I want to dance and to sing. 

f. I don't need or want to hear about it. 

Postal and Pullum account for this by means of the restriction in (3). 

(3) A contraction trigger V can have a contracted form with 
infinitival to only if: 

a. to is the main verb of the initial direct object complement of 
the matrix clause whose main verb is V; 

b. the final subject of the complement is identical to the final 
subject of the matrix. (Postal and Pullum's (14» 

Essentially, this means that want and to may be realized as wanna when 
to belongs to the main verb of the complement of want and when the 
subject of want and the subject of the main complement verb are 
coreferential (through either subject-controlled Equi or subject-to-subject 
raising). This clearly prohibits contraction in (2a-d), since in those cases 
to is not part of the main verb of the complement clause. (2e) is blocked 
because, Postal and Pullum claim, to here belongs to the main verb of a 
conjoined clause within the complement. The complement itself has no 
main verb. In (2f), to is not part of the complement of want, but rather of 
the complement of the conjoined verb need or want.' Returning to the 
examples in (1), we see that (lb) is ruled out because want and see do not 
have the same subject. (la) is allowed, in contrast, because the two verbs 
here do have the same subject. 

Although this analysis succeeds in accounting for the data in both (1) 
and (2). it does lose some of the simplicity and elegance that was attained 
in Jaeggli (1 9RO). Specifically, whereas JaeggJi needs to say only that want 
and to must be adjacent in order for contraction ' to occur, Postal and 
Pullum need to posit the much more complex set of conditions in (3). 
What is even more significant is that this set of conditions appears very 
:.Jrbitrary in comparison to JaeggJi's. It is not clear why the reference of the; 
embedded subject. for example, should affect the possibilities for contrac~ 
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tion, whereas in Jaeggli's analysis it is very clear why the presence of a 
Case-marked trace should block contraction. 

Aoun and Lightfoot (1984) attempt to combine the best of both of 
these anaJyses by incorporating the empirical coverage of Postal and 
Pullum and the conceptual attractiveness of Jaeggli. They claim that 
contraction arises when to syntactically adjoins to want, and that such 
adjunction is only possible when they are adjacent and when want governs 
to.2 The contrast between the sentences in (1) is thus handled in the same 
way as in Jaeggli. (2a-d) are ruled out because want does not govern to 
in those cases. For (2e) and (f), Aoun and Lightfoot adopt what is 
essentiaJly Williams' Across-the-Board format for representing coordinate 
structures, in which the two conjuncts are superimposed on each other. 

'.' The syntactic movement of to which is necessary to produce wanna in 
.... (2e~ thus violates the ~cross-the-Board mode of rule application (or, 
. equ\vaJently, the Coord mate Structure Constraint). (2f) is disallowed 
. because in this representation both need and want are adjacent to and 

govern to, so to may not adjoin to just one of these verbs. 
. Aoun and Lightfoot do not include in their conditions on contraction 

any overt restriction dealing with the category of want (compare Postal 
and Pullum, who require that want be a verb). They note that the 
government requirement would appear to make this unnecessary, since in 
examples such as (4), the noun want does not govern to. 

(4) We cannot expect fthat want!NP to be satisfied, 

'. As their conditions would predict, contraction here is impossible. 
...... ,; However, when the noun want does govern to, contraction is still 
/ impossible, contrary to what Aoun and Lightfoot would predict. The 

relevant type of example is given in (5).' 

(5) !The want to eatlNP is felt by all. 

The noun want only marginally takes infinitival complements such as this 
. for most speakers, but there is a readily perceivable decline in accept
."; ability when contraction occurs. 
. . ..... The situation is even clearer with the nOlln need. Notice first that for 
. some speakers, contraction with need works in the same way as contrac-
. tion with want, as shown in (6).4 -

(6) a. Who do you needa see? 
. t' , 

. b. "'Who do you needa see Bill? 

Need differs from want, however, in that sentences in which the noun 
;" need takes an infinitival complement are fully acceptable for a1\ speakers. 

.. ' , as seen in (7). 
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(7) [The need to catlNP is felt by all. 

This sentence is not acceptable, though, when contraction occurs between 
need and 10. 

It appears, then, that Aoun and Lightfoot must add a restricti?n on. the 
cateoorv of wan! to their account of wanna-contractlon. ThIs revised 
vers~m 'of their analysis may now be summarized as in (8). 

(8) Wan! and 10 may be realized as wanna when 

a. 10 syntactical1y adjoins to want. 

b. wanl and 10 are adjacent, 

c. want governs 10, and 

d. want is a verb . 

It would of course be desirable for these conditions to be co1\apsed, and 
the most plausible way to do this would be to try to derive (b)-(d) from 
(a). Tn the case of (b) and (d), this docs not seem to be possIble, I.e. the 
adjacency requirement and the requirement that want be .a ve~b d.o not 
appear to be derivable from the statement on syntactic adJ.unctl~n In (~). 
Aoun and Lightfoot suggest that condition (c), however, IS denvable m 
this way. i.e. that the government requirement follows from the proposed 
adjunction rule, although their evidence for thi~ position is. not stro~g: 
Thev base themselves primarily on French lIaIson (fo1\owmg ManZlm 
(19R2», in which it appears that government also plays a role, but the ~ay 
government is used here is different from theIr proposal for E~ghsh 
wanna. Specifically, there may be liaison in French between donnall and 
lin in (9), 

(9) Idonnait v lun cOllfslNPi v 

even though donnait does not govern un in their system.' Contr~ction 
between want and 10 is cbimed to be impossible in this sort of conftgura
tion where government does not obtain, thus making it appear less likely 
that government is a necessary property of this sort of adjunction process. . 

However, Lobeck and Kaisse (1984), basing themselves on other areas 
of data, have argued that rules of "simple cliticization," including wanna
contraction, are"indeed subject universally to a government requirement. 
Even if we assume that this is the case, though, condition (Sc) might stiU 
he problematic. The rcason is that in order for government to obtain 
between want and to in a configuration such as (10), Aoun and Lightfoot 
must assume that government of a maximal projection implies government 
of its head , as proposed in Belletti and Rizzi (1981), and that INFL is the 
head of S' . 
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(10) VP 

~--V S' 

I~ 
want COMP S 

~ 
NP INFL VP 

I I 
PRO to 

The second of these assumptions conflicts with much recent work on the 
structure of S'. In Chomsky (1986b), for example, the structure in (I I) 
would be the equivalent of (10). 

(11 ) V' 

~ 
V CP 

I~ 
want SPEC C' 

~ 
C IP 

~ 
NP \' 

I~ 
PRO I VP 

I 
10 

CP (= S') is not a barrier to government, sincc it is L-marked by V, and 
neither is IP (= S), since it may be a barrier only by inheritance. 
Minimality, however, does prevent government of 10 by wallt, because of 
the intervening governor C. Notice that this must bc the case, or else we 
would have the undesirable consequence of want governing PROt> It 
would be beyond the scope of this paper to consider in depth the question 
of the proper analysis of S', but it is clear thaI if one adopts a framewo rk 
such as that of Chomsky (19S6b), the government requirement on \1'(1J1JUI

contraction as formulated in (8c) is untenable. 

2. RESTRUCTURING 

I will now argue that the properties which we have seen to he associ(1ted 
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with w{/nl/(/ ~(.:ontract ion in fact arise hccau~e it is an instance of restructur
ing. <I possibility firsl sugge.sted hy Frantz (t 977) and Pullum (1982). r will 
t<lke (12) to he the basic condition o n wanno-con tract ion. 

(12) Want and to may be realized as wanna when want and (0 are 
memhers of the same clau$e as a result of restructuring. 

Restnlcturing is a process which converts biclausal structures such as 
(13<1) into monoclausal structures such as (\ 3b).~ 

(I :1) u. s 
~ 

NP INFLI VP 

~ 
v , S· 

~ 
COMP S 

~ 
NP INFL. VP 

.~ 

v. (NPl 

b. 

NP 

v" 
~ 
v , INFLl V, 

Rizzi (I9R2) has argued convincingly Ihal ~uch a process occ urs in Italian 
with trigger verbs (in VI position) such as votere 'want' or dovere 'must.' 
Many of the arguments carry over 10 Spanish as well. 

Onc of the pieces of evidence which suppons this position, for 
example. is the phenomenon sometimes called 'cliric climbing', in which -a 
cliric which appears to be an argument of an embedded verb is attached 
instead to a matrix ve rb, as shown in (14). 

( 14) a. La voglio leggere. 
il wan' read 

(1Ialian) 
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(14) b. Lo quiero leer. 
if want read 

I want 10 read it. 

(Spanish) 

Clitics ordinarily are only able to attach to a verb of which they are an 
argument. Their exceptional behavior he re may be explained if we say that 
restructuring has occurred. thus allowi ng the verb to attach 10 (the left of) 
V('Il and by consequence, V l' 

The principal argument in favo r of the idea thar wanna~contraction 

results from restructuring is that the two phenomena share a remarkable 
number of crucial properties. First. rest ructu ring is only possible between 
a verb and its complement clause. This may be seen in examples such as 
(15), in which the restructuring verb quuer 'wal'lt' is in an adjunct clause. 

(15) a. Aun SI quisiera, comer las no ~er(a muy buena klea. 

b . • Aun si las quisiera, comer no ~en'a muy buena idea. 
Even if I wanled, 10 tallhtm would nOt ~ a very good idea. 

The ungrammaticality o f (1Sb), in which the clilic las is allached to thc 
verb querer, shows that restructuring is not possible in Ihis environment. 
and in fact it is never possible when it involves anything other than a 
matrix verb aJ1d its complement. This parallels exactl y the rc..m1crion on 
Wtlnna-conlraction that we saw in (2) above. 

Another parallel involves the facl that the emply eml:ledded subject i~ 
always coreferential wi th Ihe matrix subject in restructuring constructions. 
Restructuring may thus occur in cont rol .~tructures, as in (14) ahove, or in 
raising structures, as in ( 16). 

(16) Giovanni 10 sembrava vedere. 
it seemed see 

Giovanni seemed to see il. 

Restructuring is never possible when the embedded subject is disjoint. 
This holds true whelher the subject is overt , as in (17), or null , as in (18).~ 

(17) a. Juan quiere que Maria las compre. 

b. *Juan las quiere que MaMa com pre. 

Juan wants Maria to buy them. 

(18) a. lOuien quieres que las compre? 

b. "lOuien las quieres que comp re? 

Who do you ~-anl to buy Ihem? 

Here again. the impossibility of c!ittc climbing. 1\S in the (b) exa mples, 
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shows that restructuring is not allowed in these environments. -r:his was 
exactl y the restriction on wllnna-contraction that we observed In cases 

such as ( I b) . . 
A third parallel between restructuring and wanna-co~tractlOn concerns 

th e syntactic category of the trigger. With restructunng. It appears that the 
tri ... g~r must a lwavs he a verb. For example, in the case of nouns that take 
infi~itival compl;ments, as in (19). one might reasonably expect restmc
turing to he possible. hut the evidence indicates otherwise . 

( 19) INI' dcscos de salirl 
desire 10 lea ve 

The preposition de here is generally assumed. to be present solely to 
provide Case for the following S' . If restructunng h~d taken p.lace, thus 
erasin g the clause-level nodes, one would expect thiS preposition to be 
optio;aL hut such is never the case. A preposition seem~ to be required 
for all nouns taking infinitival complements, thus suggestmg that restruc
turing ncver occurs in such constructions. Wanna-contraction of course 
exhil;its the same behavior. as we saw in examples such as (5) and (7) . 

A fourth parallel hetween the two phenomena may be seen. in their 
interaction with coordination . For example, when two restructunng verbs 
arc conjoined . it does not seem to be possible for just one of them to 
restruct~re with the following complement, as shown in (20). 

(20) a. Quiero y tengo que hacerlo. 

b. *Quiero y 10 tengo que hacer. 

/ wanl and have 10 do it. 

(20a) shows the structure without restructuring, an? (20b) shows, it .with 
restructuring onlv hetween lengo que ' J have to and haeer do , as 
evidenced h~ the -attachment of the clitic to lengo que. Likewise, when two 
compl ement's of a restructuring verb are conjoined , it is not possible to 
have restructuring hetween the matrix verb and just one of the conJuncts, 

as seen in (21). 

(21) a. Quiero comprarlo y cocinarlo. 

b. *Lo quiero comprarlo y cocinar. 

c. *Lo quicrn comprar y cocinarlo. 

/ want 10 buy il and cook il . 

"Clitic climbing" shows that there is restructuring between quiero 'I want' 
and ('()cinar ';ook' in (21 b) and quiero ' I want' and comprar 'huy' in 
(2 I c) . with co nsequent ungrammaticalit,Y- .The fact s seen in (20) and (2 ~) 
are strongl y reminiscent of the restnctlOn on wanna-contractlOn eVI
denced in (2e-f). where we saw that want and 10 may not contract when 

tl' /1 / '" I'" n - '-- v I" •• , r'\. '-' I I ......, I ~ (~ ..., .... "-' ................ ~ • .....- • • • . • ~ 

just to is a member of one conjunct (as in (2e» o r when just wan! is a 
memher of one conjunct (as in (2f». 

One might now reasonably ask why it is that restructuring has the 
properties that we have been observing ahove. In some recent analyses of 
restructuring, these properties are seen to fall out as an immediate 
consequence of the way in which restructured clauses are formed. In 
Zubizarreta (1982) and Goodall (1987), for instance, restructuring comes 
about when a verb simultaneously subcategorizes for both a clause and a 
verb, yielding two structures such as those in (13) (where V I has suhcate
gorized for S' and V 2)9 If this is correct, we can then explain why 
restructuring is only allowed hetween a matrix verb and its complement. 
Since complement clauses are hy definition those that arpear in subcate
gorization frames, no stipulation need s to be made in order to exclude 
restructuring with adjunct clauses. 

. The fact that only verbs trigger restructuring also falls out from this 
mode!. If a noun were to subcategorize for hoth a clause and a verb. the 
second of the resultant structures (i .e. that equivalent to (13b» would he 
ill-formed, since it would require a complex noun as in (22). 

The categorial mismatch between No and V, (as well as INFLJ would 
presumably violate any reasonable interpretation of X' theory with regard 
to these complex categories. 

We turn now to the fact that restructuring only occurs when the matrix 
and embedded subjects are coreferential. This foll ows from the analysis in 
Goodall (1987), in which for Case reasons the external 8-role of the 
embedded verh generally must be assigned via the complex verh to the 
m~trix subject position, resulting in both external 8-roles being assigned to 
the same (matrix subject) position. lo Substantive evidence for this idea 

' . comes from Montalbetti (1984) , for instance. where it is shown that there 
isno PRO subject for the emhedded verh in restructured clauses. thus 
implying that no (O-marked) emhedded subject position exists at all. If this 
view is correct. then restructured sentences will always give the appear-

. ance of having coreferentia l matrix and emhedded suhjects. since in fact 
the two 8-roles involved will he assigned to the same position and hence 
to the same argument. Sentences in which these two 8-roles are assigned 
to separate positions will thus be incompatihle with restructuring (as in 
(17) and (18»." . 

. ' Finally, consider the fact that restructuring is not ahle to apply from or 
•. into a single conjunct in a coordinate .~tructure . This follows from the wcll-
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kndwn constraint on coo rdinate structures which requires thaI pairs of 
c\\n;uncts be ~tructurally parallel. thai is to say. th.e~ mu~t be o f the same 
ca1CI!.O~' and they must each occupy the same poS1l10n with respect to the 
rest -of 'the sentence (see. e.g .. Chomsky ( 1957)).12 Tn a SlruclUre such as 
(B), for instance. thi s requirement is satisfied. 

(23) I want Ivr to singl and Iv" to tlanceJ. 

Now if we apply re.<; tfUCluring here to want and the following (0, thil' 
stmctural parallelism will "reak down. since to sing will be part of a 
compic.x vert>, hut to dance will not. Such a reslructured sentence wou ld 

thus be ruled out.'·' . 
By sayi ng that wanl/a-contraction can ?ccur o nly w~en rest ruClUnng 

has ~"IC~\lrrcd. as in ( 12), we are <lble to achieve a much simpler account of 
the restric tions on wanna-contraetion than Postal and Pullum (198 2) (see 
PH or Aoun and Lightfoot (1984) (see (8)). Ins.lead Of. an arbitrary list o f 
observed pro perties. we arc now able to provtde a smgle S1atemen~ on 
11.1lnllo-contraction. rrom which the various restrictions then follow In a 

principled manner. 
Therc arc 0Iher. mo rc theory-!'pecific advantages to thiS approach as 

well. First. we do no t need to mnkc a dil'tincti on between those empty 
c::ltegories that hlock contractio n and those that do nol." Recall t~at i.n 
JaeR,t!.l i (1980) and Aoun and Lightfoot ( ! 984), wanna -contracuon IS 
sen!'itivc \() the presence of wlr-trace. but not NP-uace o r PRO. Althoug.h 
the fact that wh-traces. like overt NP's. are Case-mark.ed makes thiS 
division more natural. it is still not entirely clear why other cmpl)' 
categories shoultl nnt affect th~ o~ration ~f thc rul~. Under the restruc
turing <lpproal·h. we. can m;Hnl<un .the Simpler YleW t/"l~t ~y empty 
catcgor)' would he visihle to contracllon. As was seen earlIer. ~t appears 
that restructuring may only occur whl:n no empty category Intervenes 
between th~ matrix and embedded verbs.' ( . 

Anot hcr possible advantage of this analysis is that it is compatible With 
a framework such as that of Chomsky (19861:"1), in which COMP, not 
INF L. i!' the head of S'. In fact il is compatible with any view of the head 
of S'. since this nOlion plays no role in the analy~is. This may be compared 
with Anun and Lightfoot's account. where wan{ crucially must govern the 
embedded INFL (to ). As seen ahove. this government relation is only 
possihle if INFL is the head o f S'_ 

.1 . L EAR NABtLfTY 

Mnst or the recent literature on wanrta -conlraction has approached this 
phenomeno ll not just from a purely syntactic ~int of view, hut from ~he 
point of view of leamability as. well . The reason IS that wanna-contraclion 
rrovidc~ n particularly clear example of what ha.~ been termed the 
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"poverty of (he stimulus H problem. That is. nlthough it would appear that 
the child receive~ ample evidence that the );Cquence want to mlly he
realized as wann(l. it is not so dear how s/he could acquire Ihe restrict ion~ 
on wonna-contraction discussed ahove , given that s/he has no access to 
thc relevant data. One reasonable way out of thi." problem is to ~ay thaT 
the restrictions resu lt from a very simple rule of wanna-contraction in 
interaction with fundamental properties of Universal Grammar, which 
together then yield the aforementioned restrictions. In thi." way the child 
does not need to acquire the~e restrictions. since Ihcy rollow from :lSpeciS 
of the child's innate knowledge. 

This perspective receive~ support from a recent study of the :lcqui.~ition 
of wanna -contraction in children (from 2 ycars, 12 months to :; yea rs. 10 
~onths of age) by Crain and Thornton (l9Rlol). They .~ how that the 
COntrast between ( Ia) and ( Ib), repeated herc as (24). is eviden t evc n in 
very young children. 

(24) a. Who tlo you wanna see? 

b. ·Who do you wanna see Bill? 

0' ... ( of their se t o f elicited sentences with extraction from embetlded 
object position (as in (243»), 59% use the contracted (onn IVanna, while 
out of those with eXIraclion from embedded subject position (as in (24 h)). 
ol1ly 4% u!'e contraction . Such a strong tendency to avoid contraction in 
"Contexts such as (24b) would be surpri.~i ng if restriclions such as these. had 
to be leamed. It appear~ that the.<;e re..~ trictiom come into effect a~ soon as 
the child begins to use wanna. thus suggesting that they arc the result or 
lJG rather than the environment. 

If correct. this view of ,he acquisition or wanna-conlr:lction pl<"lces 
strong constraints on any syntactic analy.~i s or il. Apan from the pre
sumably small portion which the child must learn. and which thcrcrore 
must he easily deduced from the primary data, the rest o f the analYl'is 
must follow from UG. Tn other words, one must tlc able 10 show that some 
plausible theory of UG would yield the analysis a~ a consequence once 
given the primary data. 

Out of the three analyses o f wanna·contraction thaI wc observed in 
seetion 1, two do not appear to meet {hc anove crite rion. In Po.~ tal and 
Pullum (1982), the requirements Ihat IQ be in the complement c lau~e o f 
~'Qnt and Ihat the two .~ ubjects be coreferenrial are nei ther learnahle. <;incc 
the child ha~ · no access to the crucial nega tive da ta (2) flnd ( Ib», nor 
attributable tol:;Gjn..at1y olwious way, .~incc these negative data are not 
ruled out by univerlml principle.~ in thcir ana lYl> is. The same may be ~aid 
for the requirement in Aoun and Lightf~mt (19R4 ) that In must synlac
~idl1ly adjoin to wan'. The child wou ld necd to know thaI (lc-£) arc 
ungrammatical with contraction in order to deduce thai syntactic movc-
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m.:nt i ~ rctJuirt:d. and nothing, (rom UG would seem tn (o rce movemen t 
dtht'r, Mo reover. in hoth Postal and Pu ll um ( 1982) and Aoun and Light
foot PWI4). the contraction rule n~ds to saipu late th"t it applk s only 
when W(/II/ is a ve rb. as we saw earlier. Here again. thi.~ stipulation is not 
\cnrnahle. ~ incc thc chi ld does not have access to the fact that contraction 
is imr(l .. ~ iblc in (5) ,md (7). nor doc.~ it follow from UG. since nothing in 
UG seems to requi re this particulM sti pulation in their analyses. 

The an:llysis of Jacggli ( 1980). on the o ther hand, does see m W meet 
the anove criterion of learn ability. T he ch ild presumably receives ample 
evidenct f,lr Jaes.gli's b;{sic ru le. tha t the sequence WfltI1 10 may become 
wallna when want and (0 arc adjacent. The fac t tha t Ca~-marked traces 
arc -vi ~ ihle" for this rule is somt:thing which a t least conceivably might 
(ollow from UG , We saw earlie r. however, that this analysis does not 
aUain the ~me empirical cnverag,e as Postal and Pullum ( 1982) and Aoun 
and Lig.htfnot ( I 9~4) . 

Let U$ now cxamine the analysis presented here. that ",'anna
cont ractilln result s rwm restruc turi nl!! . in light o f the above discussion. It 
\\" luld appear at first thilt this an:l lysis f~il s to meet the conditions on 
Icamat'!ili tv. CIe<lrly we do not want to say that UG req uires that contrac
ti( ' n ht: th~ result of rt:~ tructuring, yet hy the same to ken it is not at all 
ol'lvious how the child could deducc that restructuring is invo lved with 
!l'D lma. This contrasts with the situation in Ro mance, for instance. where 
the c:-;istcncc o( ~en tenccs with clitic climhing (as in (14) above) is 
sufficient to fMCC the child to conclude that restructuring is at work in 
these cn~cs ('I ss,uming. that restructuri ng is a universally available opera
rinn). 

It tllrn~ out that therc is a plausible scena rio. however, in which the 
llata could lead thc ch ild to the conclu$ion that w(mna-(:ontraction 
iO\'(j lves restructuring. Suppose. fo ll owing Lobed. and Kais. .. e (l984). that 
rule~ of "simp!\: cliticization" are ~ubjeci to a governmen t requirement. 
Suppose in addition that COMP is the head o f S' and that INFL is the 
head {If S. as in. e .g .. Chumsky ( 19g6h), Nnw imagine wha t nappeRs when 
dIe child is e :o: pm,ed to ~im p le sentences as in (2 5). 

(2~) I wanna gn . 

The "hil(t sees that ",,(Jill ami I(J howe cont racted . and s1he knows that this 
is only possihlc if ..... mlt govem .. ro. On thc other ha nd, s/he knows that 
watll docs nu t govcrn IQ in thc st ruc ture one wou ld ordi narily a s.~ume for 
\enll'n"c~ like (2 5), ~incc (0 wlluld be in INFL in the embedded clallse. 
This " prarcn t con rradiction m~y be resolved if we as~ume that (2 5) has 
unJa~onc restructuring. since then wan! and (0 would he pa re of the 
:-.am o.: ~umplc.x vcrb and a government relation wou ld o btain. 

Under chi .... vicw. WOnt and 10 wi ll ordinarily be too distant structurally 
(or contl':lClion to occur. thus meaning thAt once the child notice. .. that 
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wonno-contraction is pussihle. ~he will OC forced to conc1udt! that 
restructuring is involved. The specific properties as..'mcia ted with re.q ruc
turing \0\.; 11 tben carry over directly to w(Jmuf-contraction without any 
additional learning by the child. ff this view mny be ~u .<: tained . il con
sti tutes additional evidence for the analysis "ropo~ hcrc. ~in {."e we C;IO 

now see that the idea tha t IVollna -contraction i1' restructuring yields not 
only im proved empirical resul ts, but also a !'le tte r explanation of how thi s 
construction is attained hy the cili ld . In effect. we are now llhle to re turn to 
a simple picture of 1V1lIllta-eon trae tion and Icarnaf,ili ty. as in Jac~l i 

'(1980). in which the child muSI learn on ly thai wam and w may be 
realized as ",anna and the rest then (a llows from independently needed 
principles, 

3.1. Furrher Isslles in LtamobilitJ 

The above discus!'iioll may be complicated ~omewhat h>' the pos.~ihk 
existence of the "liberal dialccts" mentioned hy Post .. l and Pu llum ( I YS1) 
and others. in which sentences ~uch as ( l b). repeated here as (26), 
reponedly a re allowed . ' 

(26) ·Whodoyou wannasee Bill? 

I have been a~sum i n& "";thout que.~tion up 10 now that this ~ntencc is 
ungrammaeical. 

Notice fi rs t o f all thaI it is not ent irely clear that the se liheral dill icct .~ 
actually exist, As Carden (19~3) states. "t he force or thc d~tn hascu (In the 
liberal dialects is weakened oy worries al:t<lut whethcr the claimed d ill iect 
difference i.~ real. o r whether the subject ~ ,Ire ~imply reporting intrtl.~pcc 

lions based on different assumed speech rates. Agttin, mo rc ~eriou .~ data 
collection is needed." T he fact thaI many speakers have vcry stfllng 
judgement.~ that (26) is ungramm~tic.' 1 m<lkes it im"l all.~iblc (alt hough n( 
course not impos.~ible) that the sentcnce i.~ gram matical (or spcakcr~ Il( 
otherwi~ extremely similardialecl~. 

Even if there are no such liberal dialects which accept (26 ). however, 
the logical possihility of thei r ex i~ tcnce raises intrl!!uini! questi(lns which 
might be worth considering. The basic problem is that these dialcrts 
'would ~ugge.~ t that the ungrammaticnl ity (for .~peakers of n\ln~ l ihcfa l 
dialects) of (26) is not primarily due to ~()me aspect of UG , I ~ Given that 
child ren prcsumahly d<l not rcceivt: direct evidence regtlrding (26). the 
fact that some speakers judge il to be un~rammat i ca l would then f,c very 
mysterious. 

This perhaps hypothetical e)(ampk of 11'/l/llIl1<contractilln wit h libcral 
dialects is nOt the on ly case where leamability puzlle.~ such as this lIriSe. 
Chung (\9~3) shows that in Chamorro transitive clause.~ with third person 
plural ~ubjects are disa llo wed . Clea rly thi$ f~ct about Chamorro i~ ntlt 
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mandated by Universal Grammar. On the other hand, it is not easy to see 
what type of evidence would lead the child to formulate this restriction. 

J leave these problems open for now. I suspect that the purported 
dialect differences with wanna will tum out to be spurious, but as we have 
just seen, the questions of leamability which the existence of the liberaJ 
dialects would pose appear to be rea\. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have now seen two main types of evidence in favor of the hypothesis 
that wanna-contraction arises through restructuring. The first is based on 
the fact that wanna-contraction mirrors many of the fundamental proper
ties of restructuring, especially those dealing with the syntactic contexts in 
which restructuring is possible. There are a number of ways one might try 
to capture this apparent generalization; the one J have pursued here claims 
essentially that wanna-contraction may apply only when restructuring 
already has. This allows us to account for the restrictions on wanna
contraction in a simple, straightforward way. The second type of evidence 
concerns the learnability of analyses of wanna-contraction. Here I showed 
that some of the previous analyses did not seem to be able to provide a 
plausible account of how the child comes to acquire the restrictions on 
wanna-contraction. By adopting a restructuring analysis, however, to
gether with certain plausible auxiliary assumptions, we then have an 
account which does seem to be learnable by the child. 

NOTES 

I Postal and Pullum do not explicitly account for the ungrammaticality of (2f), but , 
assume that what I have stated here is what they had in mind. 
: Analyses using government are also given in Bouchard (1984) and Lobeck and Kaisse 
( 19R4) . 
. ' I am assuming here the standard analysis of NP. With the DP hypothesis of Abney 
(1987). want would presumably not govern 10 here. 
, Need may thus differ from verbs such as intend (see Andrews (1 97R», which appear not 
to exhibit the paradigm in (6). 
, Although donna it does not govern WI in Aoun and Lightfoot, it conceivably could under 
somewhat different assumptions, depending both on the definition of government and on 
the structure of NP (or DP) that one adopts. 
(. For a different view of this, see Bouchard (1984, 1986). 
7 In much of the subsequent discussion, I will refer to restructuring as a "rule" or 
"process" (as it has traditionally been taken to be). This is for ease of exposition only, and 
is not intended to prejudice the question of how restructuring is to be accounted for. 

(13) is intended to be relatively neutral as to the many interesting questions of detail in 
restructuring. The embedded subject NP is omitted in (13b), since there is some evidence 
that it in fact is not present at that level (see below). Given the close relation between 
INFL and V, I assume that both INFL2 and Vi are included in the complex verb in (13b). 
ThiS will be important in the account that follows. 
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M Alternatively. one could say here that restructuring is prohihited when the emhedded 
clause is finite, there heing no English-style ECM in these languages. However, I will 
maintain the disjoint emhedded subject account. since it is the one which receives a readv 
explanation in terms of the mechanism underlying restructuring. as will be discussed helow. ' 
9 In this model, if INFL is to he to the left of V 2 in (13a). as it presumahly must be. then it 
must also be to the left of V~ in (13b). Thus. the fact that V, subcategorizes for V, me~ns 
that INFLz will also appear within the complex verh. . 

10 I am assuming here a version of the 8-criterion which requires a one-to-one rel~tion 
between arguments and e -positions, not 8-roles (see Chomsky (19S6a». 
" Menllon should be made here of matrix raising verbs which trigger restructuring, as in 
(16), where there IS of course only one external 8-role involved. In this case, it seems to be 
a matter of lexical idiosyncrasy as to ~hether this single external 8-role is assigned by the 
complex verb to the matnx subject position or by V 2 to the embedded subject position. See 
BuTZIo (1986) and Goodall (1987) for some discussion of the relevant data. Since want is 
not a raising verb, the issue does not arise here, although it presumahly would in a 
diSCUSSion of contractIOns such as USia, hasla, etc., which do seem to be from raising verbs. 
These cases could be easily handled under the present analysis regardless of whether the 
external 8-role is assigned to the matrix or embedded suhject position, because even if it is 
aSSigned to the embedded subject position, this NP would still not necessarily block 
contractIOn. The reason IS that this NP may he assumed to occur in a post- VP rosition at 
~-structure, as I.n Goodall (1987), thus allowing restructuring (and contraction). 

The ciltiC cllmbmg cases examined ahove in (20b) and (21 b-c) are also disallowed 
because of a. general parallelism requirement on coordinate structures (sec Goodall 
(1987», by which these sentences are ruled out for the same reasons that (i) and (ii) are. 

(i) *Quiero hacer. 
I want to do. 

(ii) 
or . . I comrrarlo.! 

LA) qUlero I . 
cocmarlo. 

i buy I 
1 want to . k I it. 

coo 

This principle could also he invoked to rule nut contraction in (2e), which would then he 
ungrammatical for the same reason that (iii) is. 

(iii) '1 wanna to dance. 

13 This parallelism requirement is satisfied if restructuring applies into both conjuncts. as 
would be permitted in a model of coordination such as that in Goodall (I tlH7). This would 
result in (i): 

(I) I wanna sing and dance. 

Restructuring could apply from both conjuncts in a case such as (2f), if we assume that 
both need and wanl allow restructuring. This would yield (ii). 

(ii) I don't need or wanna hear about it. 

Postal and Pullum (1982) count this as ungrammatical. but it seems relativelv good to 
. many speakers (this has also been noticed hy Aoun and Lightfoot (19R4). It is certainly 

much better than (iii) (d. (2e». 

(iii) • I Wanna sing and to dance. 

,. See Pesetsky (1982) and Bouchard (19114. 1986) for further discussion. 
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" The embedded subject 6-role is assigned either to the matrix subject position (in the 
case of d matrix control verb) or to an NP position to the right of VP (in the case of certain 
matrix rai~ing verb~). See note In. 

". Another possibility is thai the difference between the two dialects is a type of 
parametric variation (<tnalogolls 10 the difference between English and Italian with respect 
to rha!-r effects, for example). It is not clear. though. what this parameter would be and 
how it would get scI. 

Thi~ problem is brieily discussed in Postal and Pullum (1986) and Lightfoot (191<1i). 
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